
About Expert Medicaid 

Consultants

- Industry: Healthcare


-	Number of Employees: 12


- Monthly Mail Volume: ~100 letters


-	Typical Documents Sent: Insurance Forms


-	Postal Services Used: Certified Mail + First Class Mail

The Challenge
Expert Medicaid Consultants was using Stamps.com as their mailing solution when theyrealized it no longer served their 

needs. As a growing startup, they needed something thatwas more flexible, saved them time and money, and allowed 

them to focus on growing thebusiness. They determined that Stamps.com required too much manual labor and was

inefficient, between printing, manually stuffing envelopes, and physically taking mail to thePost Office. These mundane 

tasks wasted at least 1-2 hours a day; for a scaling startup that’strying to stay lean, that was simply unacceptable. Not 

only were they spending precious time,they often also found themselves constantly worrying about running out of 

mailing suppliesand making last minute trips out for labels, envelopes, and ink—spending upwards of $200per week.



Realizing that Stamps.com could not grow with them as their business expanded, they beganlooking for an alternative 

solution

The Solution

Expert Medicaid Consultants spent a few days searching for options to replace 

Stamps.com. While doing their research, they tried a possible replacement. However, 

they found that the interface was not easy to use, and there was a lot of red tape in order 

to start using their service, including many pages of agreements to sign. Due to their busy 

schedules and more pressing matters, the time it would take to review all the documents

—and the potential associated cost—was not worth it. 



After deciding to abandon this alternative and trying Switch, Expert Medicaid 

Consultants ultimately chose to go with Switch, since they believed it was the 


superior product.

Key Results
After leaving Stamps.com and using Switch to send mail online, Expert MedicaidConsultants:

1. Recouped 28 hours a month previously wasted onmail preparation + mail sending

2. Saved $200 a week postage supplies and other related costs

3. Spent more time with customers, which is crucial to success in the insurance industry

“Paperless, quick and great rates. What can be better?”


-Leonora Bediner, CEO

Expert Medicaid Consultants: 

Why Stamps.com No Longer Was A 

Good Fit

Expert Medicaid Consultants required 

a mail solution that could:

Allow all their 
employees to send 

mail quickly and easily

Be HIPAA compliant 
to ensure patient 

confidentiality

Be simple and easy 
to use so anyone 

could pitch in

Reduce or 
eliminate mail 

preparation and 
trips to the Post 

Office

Switch was selected as the best fit for the 

following reasons:

The top notch, sleek user interface 

was easy to use, intuitive and 

made it quick andeasy to send 

mail

The platform is HIPAA compliant, 

while also being encrypted, safe, 

and secure

It enabled them to reduce time 

and money spent on mail, allowing 

them to focus ongrowing the 

business

Once Switch was selected, it took less than 1 minute for Expert Medicaid Consultants to getset up and start using 

the service, ensuring an edge over its competitors still using antiquatedmailing methods. This efficiency helped 

them talk to more customers and do what they dobest.

About Switch 

Switch is an online mailing solution that allows customers to send First Class and Certified Mail 

from their desktop or mobile device. Eliminate mail preparation and the cost of Postage supplies 

and start sending your mail online.

Visit us at switchmail.com 

www.switchmail.com


